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Annual meeting 

Our annual meeting this year will be on Thursday 16 March (7:30pm) in the Trinity URC Church in St 

Albans (as the Friends Meeting Hall has a full set of regular bookings this year).  The Church is at the 

junction of Victoria Street and Beaconsfield, a very short walk from the station.  We will ask Thameslink 

to confirm the usual free travel arrangements for season ticket holders. 

We plan to follow the usual arrangements – a set of presentations from Thameslink and Network Rail 

Management followed by a Question & Answer session. 

If you have questions, please can I have these by early evening on Wednesday 8 March so I can collate 

them and pass them on to Thameslink.  Do refer to the answers to the St Albans Council meeting 

questions detailed below. 

Subscriptions 

Subscriptions for 2017/18 will be due for payment from 1 April.  Please send a cheque for £3.00 (single 

membership) or £5.00 (joint membership) as soon as possible. I will of course accept payment at the 

meeting on 16 March.  

Thank you  
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Malcolm Howe  

Treasurer  

58 Topstreet Way  

Harpenden, AL5 5TS 

Today 

Thameslink Tweeted at 8:59pm that there will be a reduced service tomorrow (there is nothing on the 

website yet).  We recommend you check for the latest tomorrow morning. 

If you have (attempted to) travel today, you will know about the severe impact of weather; at one stage 

there were 24 incidents across Thameslink and Great Northern.  The problems started around 8:15am 

when a fallen tree bought the overhead wires down which then ended up draped across an East 

Midlands Train.  This occurred by the North Orbital Road just south of St Albans, and then the problems 

just kept on coming. 

Looking at the day as it still occurs, the key learning point is that the overarching message that 

Thameslink needed to be promoting was never clear, nor consistent.  There was early talk of 60 minute 

delays et al which was being contradicted by staff who were taking the (correct) much more pessimistic 

view that there would be no service for quite some time.  I believe that some of the problem is caused 

because much of the service update messaging is taken directly from National Rail, who follow their 

own protocols as to how to describe problems.  It seems to me that there needs to be a much crisper 

and shorter message as a headline: 

 “The service is suspended – we don’t yet have an estimate for a resumption, but it will not be 

for some time”. 

 “A very limited service is operating from A to B, intervals are extended and capacity is limited” 

The first tells gives you a clear choice ‘Wait and hope’, or ‘Switch to Plan B’ – and that Plan B is probably 

the best option, the second that taking an alternate route or deferring your journey are both good 

moves, but that if you have little alternative, sticking with Thameslink could well work – but don’t bank 

on being home on-time.  

We will take this theme up with Thameslink; if you have any comments that will support our 

discussions, please send them through. 

Kentish Town – early service terminations 

Thameslink have a policy of not running ‘poorly’ units through the London Core between Kentish Town 

and Blackfriars, as should they break down in a way that the train refuses to move again, the disruption 

they cause will be very significant.   We can support this approach, but have been unhappy for some 

time with the process.  Following termination of a 12 car service in Kentish Town platform 3 last week 

we (and the BCA) took the issue up with Thameslink again and they have now agreed that Kentish Town 

is unsuitable, particularly for 12 car services. 

The default will now be to terminate these services at West Hampstead instead.  We think this is much 

better – onward transport options are better, there are (mainly wider) 12 carriage platforms, staff and 

lifts.  

That is not to say there will never be another Kentish Town termination – the rule continues to apply 

for 8 car trains (which hopefully we can get changed after a few ‘successful’ early terminations at West 

Hampstead) and the decision on the need to early terminate could occur very late.  Whilst we do agree 
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with the approach of not running through the Core with ‘poorly’ units, we do wonder if, from time to 

time, they are too risk averse as regards early service termination. 

Please do let us know of any occasions when your service early terminates at Kentish Town and there 

was not the opportunity to alight at West Hampstead – we will follow these up. 

Thameslink request – Class 700s when heavily loaded – standing passengers 

We have had this request from Thameslink: 

We have had feedback, so far from a single source, that when Class 700s are very heavily 
loaded, the handrails attached to the seats are insufficient for passengers to hold on to when 
they are standing between the seats. Additional handrails have been suggested, e.g. fixed to 
the luggage racks and running parallel to them as on the Class 319s.  

Please could you consult those members who are regular commuters and get their feedback 
on this? If you could possibly get back to me by the afternoon of Wednesday 1 March that 
would be very helpful. 

In order for me to respond in time, please can I have any comments by early evening on 28 February. 

Performance: Our perspective 

Performance in early 2017 is better than late 2016, but recently seems to have (broadly) plateaued; 

there are a number of key observation points: 

1. Performance to London is notably better than from London, reflective of the capacity and 

performance problems 

south of the river.  There 

will be no quick wins in 

this area, although we 

can expect some marginal 

improvement when the 

Southern Industrial 

Relations issues are finally 

resolved. 

2. There has been a very 

limited ability to recover 

from a bad morning peak 

to deliver a good evening 

one, although there are 

some signs that this is now being achieved from time to time – twice in the last two weeks.  This is 

important as it will reduce the likelihood of two bad journeys on a single day. 

3. Weekend performance has been stable – although the graph does not reflect the very bad Sunday 

we suffered a couple of weeks ago due to a driver shortage (I am lead to believe this was a one off 

situation). 
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I can only see further marginal 

improvements in the short 

term; these will be driven by: 

1. Resolution of the 

Southern industrial 

relations issues.  

Although not involving 

Thameslink staff, the 

biggest consequent 

impact to us is on staff 

at the Service Delivery 

Centre (also known as 

the ROC or Railway 

Operating Centre).  

They are often diverted 

to manage the delivery 

of Southern services, 

whether it is planning a 

strike day timetable or 

just dealing with 

consequent disruption.  

Resolution of the 

problems will also bring 

other benefits – eg 

currently there can be 

slow running south of 

the river due to 

overcrowding, 

additional stops etc. 

2. Improvements to Class 700 reliability; although we are (fortunately) well past the awful 

performance of last summer, there are still noticeable reliability issues – some mainly irritating 

(eg refusing to open doors at the rear of the train); others with noticeable impact (incorrect 

handling of Neutral Sections1).  Many of the problems are 

software related – we are told there will be two releases 

this month; at least with a software problem, once the 

issue is resolved, it can be deployed to the entire fleet 

quickly. 

3. Driver number improvements (see the St Albans section 

below). 

4. The £300m that been allocated to invest to improve 

Network Rail performance (see below) will take time to 

deliver benefit. 

It is noticeable that Network Rail continue to be the largest source 

of delays across all 4 GTR brands; these ratios are largely 

unchanged since the last time I did this exercise in late Autumn. 

                                                           
1 en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Overhead_line#Neutral_section_.28phase_break.29  

All data sourced from recenttraintimes.co.uk and based on Harpenden to 

London St Pancras.  Covers 12 weeks Wed 30 Nov 2016 to Tue 21 Feb 

2017 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Overhead_line#Neutral_section_.28phase_break.29
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Thameslink: An overarching assessment 

APTU recently spoke at a meeting at St Albans where Councillors heard from Passengers, Thameslink 

and Network Rail.  As part of this, I assembled an 

overall score card: 

Topic Rating Commentary 

Service 

Management 

& Railway 

Operating 

Centre 

 No signs of improvement from a lamentable current level – ongoing loss of 

knowledge / reversion to bad practice; failure to mitigate – eg consecutive 

cancellations (The ROC or Railway Operating Centre is where the railway is 

run from day to day). 

Passenger 

Information 

 Still inconsistent and delayed, we are starting to see instances of drivers and 

station staff that are ‘good’ during disruptions.  Twitter a definite big plus 

(but need to remember non-users).  Need to properly support 3rd party 

apps (by following standards). 

Class 700s – 

Reliability 

 After a very rocky start is improving - work still required, but now seems on-

course for a reliable train. 

Class 700s – 

Specification 

 Delivers the core goal (move a lot of people quickly)  Improvements 

needed for longer distance travellers – Wifi, seatback tables, more bay 

seating and bay tables (varies from ‘when, not if’ through to ‘desire’) – 

needed to encourage the optional traveller   Train displays (next station 

call etc) seem hard to program & inflexible (and unreliable). 

Thameslink 

Drivers 

 Now large numbers of trainees, but more demand and a very significant 

training hump approaching… 

Class 319 

reliability 

 Have been causing significant issues.  Would be  if not for reducing 

numbers … 

London Bridge 

and other new 

infrastructure 

 This very much seems to be on course for an on-time completion. 

Other Network 

Rail 

infrastructure 

 Still significant reliability issues – eg failures south of London; Luton signals 

failure. Don’t see an improving trend, however £300m recently announced 

for improvements – but not clear if will address all major problem areas. 

Timetable 

2018 

 Given all of above, particularly Service Management / ROC and 

Infrastructure reliability, it is hard to see a successful operation in 2018 (this 

not a reflection of design: the focus is on ability to operate day to day). 

St Albans 

Station 

capacity 

 Capacity improvements urgent, most noticeably a second footbridge to 

allow improved exit from island platforms (2/3) during evening peak ~ 

overcrowding a real issue. 

 Green |  Double Yellow |  Single Yellow |  Red 
No additional action………………………… Critical issue 
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Topic Rating Commentary 

Smart 

ticketing 

introduction 

 Planned functionality good, but deadlines keep being missed.  A dedicated 

card (‘KeyGo’) has to be a step 1; contactless bank cards et al must follow. 

Delay Repay  Government mandated approach; however issues with operation (eg failure 

to pay on legitimate paper claims [now addressed]) and on usability (eg taxi 

costs during major incidents) mean that improvements required. 

Part time 

Season tickets 

 Smart ticketing a critical enabler, however no signs of improved options for 

regular travellers who do not work normal office hours and travel five days 

a week. 

Radlett SRFI – 

Construction 

 Work to build the dive under at the airfield site and to allow ‘W10’ gauge 

freight trains through the Belsize and Elstree tunnels is likely to have much 

more impact than the subsequent operations. 

Radlett SRFI – 

Daily 

Operations 

 Network Rail work currently underway to quantify impacts will indicate 

whether problematic or not – but I expect much less impact than during the 

construction phase. 

A couple of key points: 

 The ‘Red’ Assessment of timetable 2018 is not about timetable design – rather it is a concern 

about delivering the high quality service management required to operate the increased 

intensity of the railway. 

 There are further comments on ‘KeyGo’ and the Radlett Freight Interchange below. 

Class 700s 

As mentioned under ‘Performance’, reliability is slowly improving, although we hear it remains 

significantly below target.   As regards features, the DfT has now confirmed in open forum that Wifi and 

seat back tables will be fitted to these units; in part this will be dealt with during the initial build and in 

part by a retrofit. No dates have, as yet been given for first availability ~ I therefore suspect that 

negotiations with Siemens are yet to conclude.  Even if the announcement is imminent, it would seem 

to be sometime before these two facilities will be widely available. 

We are also lobbying for some form of table to be available for bay seats – and to explore options for 

more bay seating, as these are popular with family and other groups. 

St Albans Council meeting 

All the material presented to this meeting is available on the Council website: 

stalbans.moderngov.co.uk/ieListDocuments.aspx?MId=8152&x=1& ; in addition, Thameslink promised 

to take away a large number of questions and respond on these, which they have now done; their 

response is here: aptu.org.uk/pdfs/gtrresponse_ sadcmeeting7feb2017.pdf and their original 

presentation (which they cross refer to) here aptu.org.uk/pdfs/gtrpresentation_sadcmeeting 

7feb2017.pdf. 

http://stalbans.moderngov.co.uk/ieListDocuments.aspx?MId=8152&x=1&
http://aptu.org.uk/pdfs/gtrresponse_sadcmeeting7feb2017.pdf
http://aptu.org.uk/pdfs/gtrpresentation_sadcmeeting7feb2017.pdf
http://aptu.org.uk/pdfs/gtrpresentation_sadcmeeting7feb2017.pdf
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National Rail Passenger Survey – Autumn 2016 

Results for this have now been released, which 

show Thameslink basically ‘flat lining’ in 

performance terms over the last three surveys.  

There are two key points of note: 

1. Thameslink seem to have ‘escaped’ 

penalisation for the terrible performance 

over the summer and early autumn 

2. There is a noticeable reduction in ‘The 

comfort of the seating area’, down 13% 

over the last 3 surveys to 58% - no doubt 

reflective of the somewhat spartan seating 

arrangement. 

More at https://www.transportfocus.org.uk/news-events-media/news/transport-user-voice-february-

2017-commuters-continue-bear-brunt-poor-performance.  

Ticketing & Compensation 

Delay Repay – Additional costs 

Thameslink have come back to us with an answer as to the best way to claim incidental costs such as 

bus fares: 

We only want a customer to submit 1 x claim; If they submit 2 it may be rejected. Suggest 
they make 1 claim, use ‘other’ and outline the delay and additional cost. The attachment 
upload can be a pic of the taxi receipt, bus receipt and ticket together. Alternatively they can 
claim for the delay through the usual Delay Repay channel and email Customer Relations 
with an account of the incident, the additional costs and attach a scan of the receipt etc 

Delay Repay: For 15 minute delays / Problems with Paper Forms 

This has now been launched for 15 minute delays, and we also hear that a problem where paper claims 

were incorrectly declined due to a spreadsheet logic error have now all been processed correctly. 

I would be interested to hear of current payment times for online and postal claims – and also of any 

lost claims. 

Ticket Vending Machines 

The ORR has issued a report (http://orr.gov.uk/news-and-media/press-releases/2017/rail-regulator-

calls-for-ticket-machine-price-guarantee) calling for a Ticket Machine Price Guarantee.  It makes a 

number of observations regarding information availability (or rather the lack of it).  A particular point it 

mentions is that people don’t always take advantage of GroupSave discounts (relevant when 3 or more 

people travel together on an off-peak / super off peak ticket). 

At the heart of the problem is that Ticket Machines start by giving a choice of ticket types (eg Peak, Off 

Peak); by implication, you need to understand which ticket type you are want – and other restrictions – 

eg at Harpenden, Monday to Friday, off-peak tickets start from the 0922, but if you have a Network 

Card, then this is only valid from the 1000.  To overcome this, if you have Internet access, this starts 

from “describe the journey” and then offers valid tickets.  The Thameslink website is fine if you are only 

worried about time restrictions, but for journeys where there is a choice of operators / routes and 

https://www.transportfocus.org.uk/news-events-media/news/transport-user-voice-february-2017-commuters-continue-bear-brunt-poor-performance
https://www.transportfocus.org.uk/news-events-media/news/transport-user-voice-february-2017-commuters-continue-bear-brunt-poor-performance
http://www.thameslinkrailway.com/your-journey/delay-repay/
mailto:customerservices@thameslinkrailway.com
http://orr.gov.uk/news-and-media/press-releases/2017/rail-regulator-calls-for-ticket-machine-price-guarantee
http://orr.gov.uk/news-and-media/press-releases/2017/rail-regulator-calls-for-ticket-machine-price-guarantee
http://www.thameslinkrailway.com/tickets-and-fares/groupsave/
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ticket types (eg London to Birmingham), then I would start with sites such as National Rail as these are 

better in helping you understand alternatives. 

Smartcards  

We have had no further formal updates from GTR on the rollout of Smartcard technology and Carnets, 

however informal briefings do suggest it is not that far away for non-season ticket use – ie day tickets.  

If you have not already applied for a Key Go card, now may be a good time: 

http://www.thameslinkrailway.com/tickets-and-fares/the-key-smartcard/. 

Carnets 

Again no news as regards extension to other stations ~ we consider this to be a realistic goal only after 

Smartcards are in use for day tickets.  We will start to lobby for this once the Key Go for day tickets has 

been launched.  We will focus on ‘fairness’ – why should some travellers benefit, but not others. 

Penalty fares 

Changes are due to happen for these as well; more at https://www.gov.uk/government/news/ dft-

reforms-penalty-fares-to-better-protect-rail-passengers.  

£300m Network Rail additional investment 

The Government recently announced this; it will be split £200m south of the Thames and £100m north 

– both the Midland Mainline and the East Coast Mainline.   Full details are available in the papers 

submitted to the St Albans meeting (see above) [pages 5 – 7].  The report notes: 

The largest focus on the Midland Mainline will be on Fencing, which will help with Trespass, 
Vandalism and Suicide Prevention (the largest causes of “External” delays to the rail 
network), with a significant sum of almost £16m to be dedicated to improving the resilience 
of the power supply to the Signalling systems. 

The report also notes that additional monies (£10m) will be spent on Balcombe tunnel – undoubtedly 

welcome given the frequency it appears as a reason for delay. 

Radlett Strategic Rail Freight Interchange 

Impact once operational 

At the meeting at St Albans, Network Rail outlined their work which tentatively concludes that services 

to the Strategic Rail Freight Interchange (‘SRFI’) will have no noticeable impact on the Thameslink and 

East Midland services.  This is not a surprise; a quick analysis of one day next week shows up to 565 

services pass through, terminate or start at St Albans (336 Thameslink Passenger Services, 16 

Thameslink Empty Coaching Stock movements, 159 EMT services and 54 Freight services [some of these 

services, most notably the freight ones have a path, but do not run in practice every day]).  The Radlett 

SFRI will add up to 24 more freight paths – 12 each way; and it can be argued that this is the equivalent 

of 36 paths as all arriving services will cross the line to London, an average of around 1 train every 45 

minutes during the time freight is allowed on the Midland Mainline – during peak hours the entire 

railway is reserved for passenger services. 

Impact during construction  

Per Network Rail, the next stage is the creation of a plan for the building works required, which is the 

responsibility of the developer. 

This work will potentially have much more significant impact on Thameslink services: 

http://www.thameslinkrailway.com/tickets-and-fares/the-key-smartcard/
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/dft-reforms-penalty-fares-to-better-protect-rail-passengers
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/dft-reforms-penalty-fares-to-better-protect-rail-passengers
http://stalbans.moderngov.co.uk/documents/s50028015/EM%20Paper%20for%20St%20Albans%20City%20District%20Council%20GW.pdf
http://stalbans.moderngov.co.uk/documents/s50028015/EM%20Paper%20for%20St%20Albans%20City%20District%20Council%20GW.pdf
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 A new connection and dive under is to be built – this will presumably require total and partial 

blockades of, as yet, unknown duration whilst the new bridge is constructed – which will need 

to be of considerable length as the new link passes under at a shallow angle.  We don’t know 

how long this work will take, but insertion of new bridges under railway track is a relatively 

routine task. 

 Work to increase the loading gauge is required.  Under the Planning Permission this is not 

needed for day 1, but will be required before the project can be fitted.  This work will allow the 

largest containers to be delivered using standard containers; in the interim, special low loader 

wagons will need to be used (which are inefficient because more wagons are needed, as 

compared to standard wagons to shift the same number of containers).  Most noticeably this 

will require work in the Elstree and Belsize tunnels (for Elstree it is not clear yet if both slow 

and fast line tunnels need work).  Whilst the dive under might (or might not) require a series of 

smaller blockades, it is likely that the tunnel work will require fewer, or possibly a single 

blockade. Equivalent work in Ipswich tunnel took 8 weeks. 

Although Network Rail talk about this estimation being the “next stage”, the developer must have 

already done some work in order to cost the rail works, so they have a total project cost to work with. 

We will attempt to get some answers. 

Christmas blockade – now unlikely 

We had been expecting a blockade of the route between Christmas and the New Year to allow 

replacement of slab track2 at Kentish Town; this work will still go ahead, but is expected to primarily 

impact East Midlands Trains and access to St Pancras High Level.  Detailed planning is underway, and 

once this is complete we will know for certain that Thameslink trains will (or will not) continue to run. 

Other blockades impacting Thameslink North 

There are a number of Sundays where there will be no service through Central London: This Sunday (26 

February), Sunday 12 March, Sunday 23 April, Saturday 13 / Sunday 14 May.  On Sundays 9, 16 & 30 

April, some services north of London will not start until around 9am.  No doubt there will be other dates 

later in the year, however as yet these have not been published. 

Other blockades not impacting Thameslink North 

There are a number of other Thameslink Programme related blockades this year; details at 

http://www.thameslinkprogramme.co.uk/august-2017; there is also a major service reduction at 

Waterloo this August (https://www.southwesttrains.co.uk/wswupgrade). 

Updates 

Timetable 2018 response 

Our final response content is here http://aptu.org.uk/pdfs/gtr2018timetableconsultation_ 

apturesponse .pdf; it is largely unchanged since previewed in our most recent newsletter.  We hope to 

meet the GTR timetabling team shortly to follow up. 

                                                           
2 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Railroad_tie#Ballastless_track  

http://www.thameslinkprogramme.co.uk/august-2017
https://www.southwesttrains.co.uk/wswupgrade
http://aptu.org.uk/pdfs/gtr2018timetableconsultation_apturesponse%20.pdf
http://aptu.org.uk/pdfs/gtr2018timetableconsultation_apturesponse%20.pdf
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Railroad_tie#Ballastless_track
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Hertfordshire Transport Vision 2050 

Our response is here: http://aptu.org.uk/pdfs/hertstransportvision2050_apturesponse.pdf; again it is 

much in line with our preview in our last newsletter. 

Transforming Stations (moving staff out of the ticket office) 

I have heard nothing more on this, although it was supposed to be in place (as part of the pilot) at City 

Thameslink by December.  However, the last few times I have passed through the station (within the 

last few days), there has been no sign of preparation, let alone operation. 

Transport Select Committee “Rail Franchising” 

Their report on this was issued recently.  We will review this in more depth in a future edition; in the 

interim, this comment is of note: 

The Department has failed to take responsibility for some of the failings in the handling of 
the Thameslink, Southern and Great Northern franchise. All parties are accountable for the 
disastrous outcomes on this franchise. 

More at: http://www.parliament.uk/business/committees/committees-a-z/commons-select/transport-

committee/inquiries/parliament-2015/rail-franchising-15-16/.  

Class 319s – the future 

Class 319s are due to be phased out by early summer; whilst some have found new homes on Northern 

(often after a heavy refurbishment) and others on London Midland (you don’t have to go far to 

reminisce ~ they are routinely used on the Abbey Flyer), there is currently no use for many.  Their 

owner, Porterbrook has now proposed to fit them with diesel engines, to make them a go anywhere 

train - http://bit.ly/2lNW2NZ (Porterbrook website). 

 

Regards 

Neil 

Neil Middleton 

23 February 2017 

http://aptu.org.uk/pdfs/hertstransportvision2050_apturesponse.pdf
http://www.parliament.uk/business/committees/committees-a-z/commons-select/transport-committee/inquiries/parliament-2015/rail-franchising-15-16/
http://www.parliament.uk/business/committees/committees-a-z/commons-select/transport-committee/inquiries/parliament-2015/rail-franchising-15-16/
http://bit.ly/2lNW2NZ

